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Objective

To prescribe how to include foreign currency transactions and foreign

operations in the financial statements of an entity and how to

translate financial statements into a presentation currency
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Scope

 Accounting for transactions and balance in foreign currency.

 Translation of results and financial position of foreign operations.

 Translation of financial statements into presentation currency.

Excludes

Derivative transactions and balances that are within the scope of Ind AS 109.

Hedge accounting of foreign currency items, including net investment in

foreign currency operations covered by Ind AS 109.

 Presentation in statement of cash flow of transactions in a foreign currency or

for a foreign operations.
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Key Definitions

 Functional Currency:- The currency of the primary economic environment in which
the entity operates.

 Presentation Currency:- The currency in which financial statements are presented.

 Foreign Operations:- A subsidiary, associate, joint venture, or branch whose
activities are based in the country other then that of the reporting entity.

 Monetary items are units of currency held and assets and liabilities to be received or 
paid in a fixed or determinable number of units of currency

 Closing rate:- Is the spot exchange rate at the end of the reporting period.

 Fair value:- The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled,
between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.
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Functional Currency
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Net Investment in Foreign Operations

An entity may have a monetary item that is receivable from or

payable to a foreign operation. An item for which settlement is

neither planned nor likely to occur in the foreseeable future is, in

substance, a part of the entity’s net investment in that foreign

operation.

Such monetary items may include long-term receivables or

loans. They do not include trade receivables or trade payables.
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Approach

 Determine the Functional Currency

 Translate foreign currency items into functional currency

 Report the effect of such translation in the financial

statements in accordance with this Ind AS

 If presentation currency is different from the functional

currency, then translate to the presentation currency as per

this Ind AS.
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Initial Recognition
Apply to the foreign currency amount the spot exchange rate between the functional

currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction

 A foreign currency transaction is a transaction that is denominated or requires

settlement in a foreign currency, including

1. Buys or sells goods or services whose price is denominated in a foreign currency.

2. Borrows or lends funds when the amounts payable or receivable are denominated in a

foreign currency

3. Otherwise acquires or disposes of assets, or incurs or settles liabilities, denominated in

a foreign currency
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End of Each Reporting Period

At the end of each reporting period

1. Foreign currency monetary items shall be translated using the closing rate;

2. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign

currency shall be translated using the exchange rate at the date of the

transaction; and

3. Non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a foreign currency shall

be translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was

determined
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Specific Cases

➢ PPE carried on Revaluation Model- exchange rate on the date of 

revaluation to be used.

➢ Carrying amount determined by comparing two or more values

➢ In case of inventories - Cost or NRV whichever is lower

➢ In case of impairment provisions – determining value in use

➢ It is possible that there is no impairment in foreign currency 

but impairment provision is made in functional currency 

and vice versa
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Recognition of Exchange Difference

Exchange differences on account of

 Settlement or translating monetary items - In Profit and Loss account

 Monetary items recognised as hedging instruments – in OCI, to the extent of effective

hedge.

 On non monetary items- where the gains or loss is recognised

 Monetary items that forms part of net investment in foreign operations: Recognised in

separate component of equity, in the consolidated financial statements that include the

foreign operation, they will be recognised in profit & loss on disposal of investment.

Gains & Losses on non monetary items 

recognised in 

Exchange Differences to be recognised in

In P&L In P&L

In OCI ( for e.g. Revaluation Model in case of 

PPE)

In OCI
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Change in Functional Currency

Once determined, the functional currency is 
not changed unless there is a change in 
those underlying transactions, events and 
conditions.

When there is a change in an entity’s 
functional currency apply the translation 
procedures applicable to the new functional 
currency prospectively from the date of the 
change.

If the functional currency is the currency of 
a hyperinflationary economy, the entity’s 
financial statements are restated in 
accordance with Ind AS 29 Financial 
Reporting In Hyperinflationary Economies.
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Translating to the Presentation Currency/ 

Foreign Operation
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Goodwill & Fair Value Adjustments on Foreign 

Acquisitions

❑ To be treated as assets and liabilities of the foreign operation. 

❑ To be expressed in the functional currency of the foreign operation 
and

❑ To be translated at the closing rate in accordance with paragraphs 39 
and 42.
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Translation where the Functional Currency is 

of Hyperinflation Economy

The results and financial position of an entity whose functional
currency is the currency of a hyperinflationary economy shall be
translated into a different presentation currency using the following
procedure:

 all amounts (ie assets, liabilities, equity items, income and expenses, including
comparatives) shall be translated at the closing rate at the date of the most
recent balance sheet, except that

 when amounts are translated into the currency of a non-hyperinflationary
economy, comparative amounts shall be those that were presented as current
year amounts in the relevant prior year financial statements (ie not adjusted for
subsequent changes in the price level or subsequent changes in exchange
rates).
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Disposal or partial disposal of a foreign 

operation

On the disposal of a foreign operation,

Cumulative amount of the exchange differences relating to that

foreign operation, recognised in OCI

To be reclassified from equity to profit or loss (as a reclassification

adjustment) when the gain or loss on disposal is recognised.
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Significant Difference in IND AS 21 Vis-a -Vis 

AS 11

Particulars IND AS 21 AS 11

Presentation Currency Under Ind AS 21, the

presentation currency could

be different from the local

currency and it prescribes a

detailed guidance on the

same

AS 11 doesn’t explicitly

prescribes this

Forward exchange contracts Ind AS 21 disregards the

forward exchange contracts

and similar other financial

instruments from its scope

which are treated as per Ind

AS 39

AS 11 doesn’t exclude

accounting for such contracts
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Exchange difference arising

on Translation of Certain Long

term monetary items from

Foreign currency to Functional

Currency

Ind AS 21 does not apply to

Long term foreign currency

monetary items recognised in

the financial statements

before the beginning of the

first Ind AS financial reporting

period as per the previous

GAAP.

However as provided in Ind AS

101 such an entity may

continue to apply the policy

as per previous GAAP.

AS 11 gives an option to

recognise exchange

difference directly in equity, to

be transferred to profit or loss

over the life of asset/liability if

such item are not related to

acquisition of fixed assets.

If related to fixed assets can

be recognised as a part of

cost of fixed assets.

Foreign operation accounting Ind AS 21 is based on the

functional currency approach

AS 11 is based on the integral

and non-integral foreign

operations method for

accounting for the foreign

operation
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Questions from ITFG Bulletin

 XY Ltd. is being covered under Phase I of Ind AS and needs to

apply Ind AS from the financial year 2016-17. It has two

businesses, Business X and Business Y. As per Accounting

Standards, the financial statements of the Company are prepared

in Indian Rupee as required by the Companies Act 2013 and

thereby, all transactions of both business X as well as business Y

are recorded and measured in Rs . Under Ind AS, the functional

currency of the Business X is concluded to be US Dollar (“USD”)

while the functional currency of the Business Y is concluded to be

Rs. In which currency, Company XY will prepare its financial

statements as per Ind AS?

Issue 1
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 Response

Functional currency needs to be identified at the entity level,

considering the economic environment in which the entity

operates, and not at the level of a business or a division.

Accordingly, in the given case, if XY Ltd. after applying paragraphs

9-14 of Ind AS 21, concludes that its functional currency is USD at

the entity level, then it shall prepare its financial statements as per

USD.

(ITFG Clarification Bulletin 3, Issue 3)
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 Company X, which is incorporated in India is the wholly owned subsidiary of

Company Y. In accordance with the principles of Ind AS 21 The Effects of

Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates, Company X has ascertained its functional

currency to be USD. Company X has subsidiaries and joint ventures outside

India and prepares both standalone as well as consolidated financial

statements. The functional currency of the parent company, i.e. Company Y

continues to be Rs. Company Y will require Company X to provide its annual

consolidated financial statements presented in Rs. for consolidation and

reporting at ultimate parent level. Whether Company X would present its annual

financial statements as per Ind AS in its functional currency (i.e. USD) or in the

functional currency of the parent company Rs. ? Further, whether statutory

auditors of Company X will provide their audit report on financial statements

prepared in Rs. or financial statements prepared in USD?

Issue 2
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 Response

1. It may be noted that entities within a group may have different functional
currencies.

2. Further, as Ind AS does not prohibit the use of any currency as presentation
currency, an entity may present its financial statements in any currency by
applying the translation procedures from functional to presentation currency
as stated above.

3. If Company X is statutorily required to present its financial statements in `,
which is different from its functional currency, i.e. USD, then it may do so by
choosing the Rs. as presentation currency and prepare and present its
financial statements by applying the provisions of paragraphs 38 and 39 of Ind
AS 21.

4. As Company X is statutorily required to present its financial statements in Rs.,
the auditor of Company X will be required to give audit report on financial
statements prepared in Rs.

(ITFG Clarification Bulletin 7, Issue 2)
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Thank You
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